CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

SECRET

TO: FRANKFURT HEADQUARTERS
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: INFO:

WASHINGTON, D.C., SEPTEMBER 17, 1960

RE: MUNCH

DECLASSIFIED
BY SC 70-11.

1. WHILE RECOGNIZING THE SENSITIVITY OF MUNCH MEMOIRS,
you may wish to point out that copy in hands large private American publishing
enterprise which can publish as it sees fit having apparently obtained legal
rights to do so.

2. BELIEVE THAT DIPLOMATIC APPROACH VIA FEDREP INAPPROPRIATE, SINCE
EVEN U.S. GOVERNMENT CANNOT GUARANTEE PREVENT PUBLICATION. NOTE FURTHER
THAT IT APPEARS THERE MAY WELL BE ADDITIONAL COPIES OR EXTRACTS THESE
MEMOIRS BEING CIRCULATED IN EUROPE, SO THAT EVEN SUPPRESSION U.S. DOES NOT
GUARANTEE THEIR NON-PUBLICATION.; APART FROM UNFAVORABLE LIGHT CAST
UPON FEDREP IF ATTEMPTS SUPPRESS BECAME KNOWN AS WOULD SEEM INVITABLE.

END OF MESSAGE

CS COMMENT: FEELS IF OBTAINS SUFFICIENT PORTION MEMOIRS
FEDREP ALMOST CERTAINLY WILL INSIST PURCHASE ORDER PREVENT PUBLICATION.
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REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.